Access / Itinerary to Les Terrasses

• For easy access to Les Terrasses, you can click the link below which will indicate the route
from the starting point of your choice :
http://www.itineraire-google-maps.com/itineraire-google-maps.php?SID=1296153813-lFMnx
Don’t forget to print your itinerary and the map before leaving home.

• If you have a smartphone and Google Maps, you just need to mention

« Les Terrasses, Gordes ».

• We also indicate a route to access Les Terrasses:
► If you arrive from Avignon (or from A7 highway),
Take the south ring then the road to Marseille (N100 / D900) direction Apt until exit the A7 Avignon South
(exit 24).
At the junction of the motorway, follow the direction Apt (D900) until the traffic roundabout des Peyre
(Domaine des Peyre on the left), about 16 km after the motorway exit.
At the roundabout, take the 3rd exit (D 15) following the direction of Gordes.
=> In the middle of Les Imberts (about 4 km after the roudaboutt), just after the petrol station, turn right (D
207) to Saint Pantaleon, Les Gros / Temple.
Continue for about 1.6 kilometers. In the climb, turn right (tight crossword) to Les Gros / Temple.
Continue for exactly1 km (slightly downhill).
You will find on your left a green sign "Bacchus en Luberon – Chambres d’Hôtes".
Les Terrasses are located just after Bacchus en Luberon on your left.
Take the small road between Bacchus en Luberon and the wall in stonesl. (Les Terrasses are indicated
on the wall on both sides ).
We welcome you at the door on the right in the middle of the road (with a plate “Les Terrasses” and a bell).
We’ll tell you where you can unloadYou can unload your luggage and park your car.
► If you arrive from the motorway A8 (Nice / Toulon / Aix / Marseille)
Take the A7 (direction Lyon), Exit Cavaillon (exit # 25). Follow direction Cavaillon Center.
Go through Cavaillon - direction Apt - pass the train station, then the bus station.
Keep left side of the road (to L'Isle sur la Sorgue), go under the railway bridge, keep left voice then in the
round - point turn right direction "Clinique Saint Roch" (D 15).
Continue straight (about 7 km) until the intersection with the 900 D (Stop). This is the “traffic roundabout
des Peyre”.
At the roundabout, take the 2nd exit (D 15) following the direction of Gordes.
=> In the middle of Les Imberts (about 4 km after the roudaboutt), just after the petrol station, turn right (D
207) to Saint Pantaleon, Les Gros / Temple.

Continue for about 1.6 kilometers. In the climb, turn right (tight crossword) to Les Gros / Temple.
Continue for exactly1 km (slightly downhill).
You will find on your left a green sign "Bacchus en Luberon – Chambres d’Hôtes".
Les Terrasses are located just after Bacchus en Luberon on your left.
Take the small road between Bacchus en Luberon and the wall in stonesl. (Les Terrasses are indicated
on the wall on both sides ).
We welcome you at the door on the right in the middle of the road (with a plate “Les Terrasses” and a bell).
We’ll tell you where you can unloadYou can unload your luggage and park your car.

►If you come from Forcalquier, Manosque, Apt, Bonnieux
Take the D900 (direction Avignon)
Just after the Beaumettes, turn right direction Gordes.
At the roundabout, 4th exit for Les Gros, Temple (D 211)
At the end of this road (about 1.5 km), turn right (D 180), then the first left (about 250 m) to Les Gros,
Temple.
Continue for about 600 m entering the hamlet Les Gros and cross it.
Pass the B&B "Le Moulin des Sources" (on your right) and continue to cross the hamlet.
At the end of the hamlet, take the first road to the right (sign to Gordes on the right side of the road).
Pass the Temple (100 meters from the crossroad on the right: "Reformed Church of France").
Les Terrasses are the third house after the Temple (about 100 m) on the right side and indicated by small
signs (parking and corner of our small road).
Take the small road between Bacchus en Luberon and the wall in stonesl. (Les Terrasses are indicated
on the wall on both sides ).
We welcome you at the door on the right in the middle of the road (with a plate “Les Terrasses” and a bell).
We’ll tell you where you can unloadYou can unload your luggage and park your car.

GPS info for Les Terrasses is :
Hexadécimales :
Latitude :
43.87492704750821
Longitude : 5.183535218238831
Sexagésimales :
Latitude :
43°52'29.74" N
Longitude : 5°11'0.69" E
If you are lost, please feel free to call us : +33 6 09 75 33 83 / +33 4 32 50 25 85

